Match Report

Under 7’s – Sunday 17th April 2016

Today the u7 played out an entertaining, displaying a lot of creativity and showing of their
individual talent and team ethic. The games focus was around receiving and releasing the ball and
all players were given numerical targets to meet within the game.
The team was very positive today and played the game with a positive mind-set. It was pleasing to
see players such as Archie encouraging teammates throughout the game and recommending
improvements for each player in the half time break. In terms of targets, every player was
attempting to receive the ball front or back foot to have the ball under control before they released
it, this enabled the team to control the game and create lots of shooting opportunities.
Sam was always willing to help the team out defensively and support team mates to regain the ball
constantly. When attacking he was comfortable to control the ball and choose the most effective
pass.
Jackson was very energetic today and had a positive mind-set throughout, and created some key
shooting chances for other players.
Felix impressed with his ball mastery and ability to go passed players, choosing the right times to
release and having a number of impressive strikes on goal.
Archie came straight onto the pitch after being in goal and showed great ability to keep the ball
under his control while dribbling in tight spaces. Also, impressed with his decision-making and
always tried to help the team keep the ball.
Freddie showed good discipline to play in different positions. He combine well with Felix and
Archie a number of times and displayed ability receive the ball on his front foot to touch away from
pressure.
Moment of the match - Freddie received the ball from Sam, scanned, v-cut inside the defender
and shot on the turn first time only to hit the post
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